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Abstract: Urban rail systems are the backbone of urban transit networks and are characterized by large
passenger volumes, high speeds, punctuality, and low environmental impacts. However, unforeseen
events such as rail transit line emergencies can lead to unexpected costs and delays. As a means of
disruption management, we divide the decision support system for urban rail transit line emergency
situations into two stages—transit-based evacuation and bus bridging management. This paper focuses
on the transit-based evacuation under emergency scenarios on a single rail line. The model determines
the vehicles and routes within traditional transit systems required to evacuate stranded passengers
within a given time window. In addition, the proposed method ensures the reliability of traditional
transit systems by considering the operating fleet and reserve fleet in the traditional transit systems.
Therefore, the proposed optimization model is established with the objective of maximizing the total
number of stranded passengers transferred within the given time window and headway constraint.
Herein, we present the optimization model and solution method, and the proposed method is validated.
The effectiveness of the proposed control method is evaluated in the Changchun urban transit network.
By analyzing stranded passengers at stations under different numbers of vehicles and time periods,
the results show that the proposed model can significantly provide routing arrangements to maximize the
number of passengers evacuated from stations. The results are useful in the development of emergency
evacuation plans to prevent secondary accidents and evacuate stranded passengers during a rail transit
line emergency.

Keywords: urban rail transit line emergency; transit-based evacuation model; evacuation time window;
reserve fleet in transit systems

1. Introduction

Urban rail transit is one of the most important modes of urban commuter transport.
Rail-based transit systems can operate at higher speeds than buses typically used in traditional
transport systems. However, urban rail transit line emergencies cause unexpected disruptions that can
lead to interrupted operations and passenger delays [1–3]. A variety of random events ranging from
train malfunctions to bomb threats and power failures can cause unexpected service disruptions of
varying degrees. Minor events may only cause short disruptions, whereas serious emergencies can
lead to longer disruptions owing to lengthier repair times that may be required. On occasion, rail
lines are also disabled for routine repairs or long-term maintenance. Failure to take reasonable and
timely measures in emergency situations can result in longer than necessary passenger delays and
additional safety risks [4]. In order to ensure the reliability of the rail transit system, it is necessary to
plan for evacuation for emergency [5]. Once accidents happen, the most important task is to evacuate
passengers to a safe space. As a means of emergency management, transit-based evacuation has been
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widely used to evacuate stranded passengers. Conventional buses are suitable for dealing with urban
rail transit service interruptions since they are densely distributed, offer flexible scheduling, and have
large capacities. In emergency situations, it is necessary to determine the number of vehicles and
routes required and available to evacuate stranded passengers under certain capital constraints.

The literature related to emergency evacuation in urban rail systems can be generally categorized
into two classes, pedestrian evacuation in rail stations and evacuation with buses at rail stations.
Pedestrian evacuation in rail stations mainly pays attention to pedestrian evacuation inside buildings.
Moreover, pedestrian evacuation scenarios are on trains, on platforms, on staircases or escalators,
on concourses, and outside the exits. Therefore, from the perspective of evacuation inside rail stations,
many studies have focused on the simulation of pedestrian evacuation flow in rail stations [6–8].
After evacuating passengers to the outside of rail stations, to prevent secondary accidents and the
continuous accumulation of stranded passengers, authorities should mobilize and schedule vehicles
to evacuate stranded passengers. Establishing alternative means of transportation for passengers
is among the main actions undertaken by authorities, including diversion of travelers to other rail
lines and bridging stations using buses. Therefore, from the perspective of evacuation with buses
at rail stations, many studies have focused on developing decision support systems for transferring
stranded passengers, typically centered on the bus bridging problem [9–12]. That is, the design
of temporary bus services and routes to restore connectivity between the disrupted parts of a rail
transit network in the most optimal way. An emergency is an abnormal and usually unplanned
operational situation with rail stations or lines. The factors affecting emergency evacuation include
occupant factors [13,14], building parameters [15,16], and environmental factors [17–19]. In this
paper, pedestrian evacuation in rail stations is not a major concern, so we only focus on the
evacuation outside rail stations while considering the urban rail transit line emergency. As for
the bus bridging problem, Kepaptsoglou and Karlaftis [20] proposed a framework for planning and
designing efficient bus bridging networks and offered a set of structured steps, optimization models,
and algorithms for handling bus bridging problems. Instead of designing an entirely new bus network,
Jin et al. [21] introduced a localized integration of bus services to achieve the desired resilience to
potential disruptions. Wang et al. [22] considered dynamic passenger flows during the disruption
and established a model with objectives to minimize the total waiting time, the number of stranded
passengers, and dispatched vehicles. Further to this, Pender et al. [23] presented a method for assessing
the satellite bus reserve locations best suited to service unplanned rail disruptions. The location was
optimized relative to the travel time needed to reach the rail service being replaced, the volume of
rail replacement incidents, and the scale and spatial distribution of passengers affected. Furthermore,
Yin et al. [24] established a three-layer discrete choice model to analyze dynamic passenger flow at
disrupted stations and designed an integrated algorithm to manage and control station disruption
crises by providing additional bus-bridging services. Although numerous modeling analyses on
bus bridging problems can be found in the literature, previous studies focus on passenger rerouting
rather than passenger evacuation and ignore the certain time for buses to arrive at isolated stations.
During this period, a large number of passengers become stranded within the urban rail transit system,
resulting in secondary accidents caused by unexpected disruptions and bad influences on follow-up
emergency disposals. Therefore, the top priority in emergency management is to reduce passenger
delays and prevent the accumulation of more passengers by completing passenger evacuations within
a given time window. Once stranded passengers are evacuated, the flow of passengers in the rail
transit system gradually becomes stable again, and bus bridging emergency management can begin.
Hence, the concept of decision support system is necessary to be modified, preventing secondary
accidents and the continuous accumulation of stranded passengers, which represents the main objective
of this work.

Despite its importance, research on transit-based evacuation for urban rail transit line emergencies
are still broadly missing in the literature. Transit-based evacuation problems for natural disasters have
been studied for a long time, whereas urban rail transit line emergencies are seldom of major concern.
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In the most closely related study, Bish [25] introduced a model specifically designed for bus-based
evacuation planning, along with two mathematical programming formulations used to develop
a heuristic algorithm. Kulshrestha et al. [26] proposed a robust optimization model to determine the
optimal pick-up points for evacuees to assemble and to allocate available buses for transporting the
assembled evacuees between pick-up locations and public shelters. Goerigk et al. [27] formulated
a two-stage bicriteria robust optimization that considers both evacuation time and vulnerability of
the evacuation schedule to changing circumstances. Yun et al. [28] proposed a feeder-bus dispatch
planning model for the collaborative optimization of urban rail transit and feeder-bus cooperation
under emergency situations. Shahparvari and Abbasi [29] proposed a stochastic modeling approach as
an evacuation decision support system to determine the required vehicles, scheduling, and routes with
uncertainties in the population of evacuees, the time window, and bushfire propagation. Further to
this, Shahparvari et al. [30] developed a vehicle-routing problem model to enhance the efficiency
and effectiveness of short-notice emergency response and rescue operations. The model was able
to compute the required number of vehicles and identify the safest routes and schedules for late
evacuees for various time windows and road risk factors. However, traditional transit systems consist
of the operating fleet, which is defined as the number of vehicles operating on a line and the reserve
fleet, which acts as a backup when operating vehicles require routine or planned maintenance [31].
Although traditional transit system fleets have been used as evacuation vehicles in many studies,
previous studies only focus on operating fleets rather than reserve fleets. Additionally, in the existing
studies, the reliability of traditional transit systems has not received sufficient consideration where
the traditional transit system provides vehicles for evacuating passengers without a concern of the
decreasing frequency of the remaining vehicles for the conventional service. In order to ensure
the reliability of traditional transit systems, the number of vehicles required and available under
the headway constraints of bus lines should be considered, which represents the main objective of
this work.

In this paper, we design a decision support system for urban rail transit line emergency that
consists of emergency scenarios analysis, transit-based evacuation, and bus bridging management.
In this decision support system, we propose a new type of optimization model for assigning
vehicles in the traditional transit systems to evacuation tasks under transit-based evacuation.
Furthermore, the proposed method is tested under an urban rail transit line emergency in the
Changchun urban transit network, and the improved genetic algorithm is applied to address the
optimal solution.

The main contributions of this study can be summarized as follows:

(1) The concept of a decision support system for urban rail transit line emergency is modified, adopting
the traditional bus service to the train stations to improve its applicability. Moreover, a transit-based
evacuation is considered to reduce passenger delays and prevent the accumulation of more
passengers. Once stranded passengers are evacuated, the flow of passengers in the rail transit
system will gradually become stable again, and bus bridging emergency management can begin.

(2) The operating fleet and reserve fleet of the traditional transit system are integrated into the
transit-based evacuation model to assign vehicles for evacuating stranded passengers within
a given time window. In order to ensure the reliability of traditional transit systems, the model
determines the number of vehicles and routes required and available under the headway
constraints of bus lines.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a formal description of the
problem is provided, including all of the assumptions and constraints, and the optimization model
is described. In Section 3, the solution method is presented. In Section 4, verification of the model
by urban transit systems under urban rail transit line emergency is presented. Lastly, the results are
summarized in Section 5, and areas of future research are discussed.
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2. Problem Formulation

2.1. Problem Description and Assumptions

In this section, we describe the process of evacuation with buses at rail stations under an urban rail
transit line emergency. When an urban rail transit line emergency occurs, an evacuation plan is selected
according to the severity and duration of the disruption, the spatial extent of the disruption, and the
current travel demand. The duration of the disruption affects the evacuation plan. For example, if the
disruption is short, less time may be needed to restore rail transit services compared to mobilizing
and scheduling vehicles to start the evacuation. In this case, the disrupted rail line is repaired quickly,
and there is no need to schedule vehicles for such a minor disruption. For more serious disruptions
that require more time to repair, the metro often continues to operate outside the disrupted section, but
the metro stations must be bridged by vehicles. It is expected that even at the time of the disruption,
regular passenger travel habits do prevail. Moreover, passengers are willing to continue their trip with
the rail lines up to the point when this is feasible and then transfer to a bus line. Such behavior is
certainly desirable by transit authorities at the time of the incident since bridging routes and vehicles
are needed. Conventional buses are suitable for scheduling for urban rail transit service interruptions
since they are densely distributed, offer flexible scheduling, and belong to the public transport system.
The traditional transit system may increase passenger delays temporarily for the stranded passengers
that face secondary accidents caused by unexpected disruptions at rail stations. This type of service is
temporary, and its purpose is to serve for far larger capacity and demand for travel, providing the
best possible service to travelers, both for adequately supporting the operations of the overall public
transport system and for retaining its credibility [20]. Therefore, it is sensible for available reserve
vehicles to start the evacuation at isolated stations to the temporary shelters near the isolated stations.
Further, if authorities do not have an adequate number of reserve vehicles, it may take operating
vehicles from bus lines nearby isolated rail transit stations.

In emergency scenarios, accidents like fire, explosion, or toxic gas release in stations always
threaten human lives. The accidents occurring in rail transit stations have also led to severe life
and social-economic losses. Therefore, time is always a crucial consideration, and the top priority
in emergency management is to reduce passenger delays. If the accumulated passengers are not
moved away from the relevant station, they will have secondary accidents caused by unexpected
disruptions, and have bad influences on follow-up emergency disposals. As usual, the severity and
the spatial extent of the disruptions are different among isolated stations. The current accumulated
passengers are also different among the isolated stations. Therefore, available evacuation time windows
for stations are determined by the spatial extent of the disruption and the current travel demand.
Evacuation strategies should attempt to ensure that the maximum potential number of stranded
passengers are evacuated using a finite number of available vehicles within the available clearance
times. Once stranded passengers are evacuated, the flow of passengers in the rail transit system
gradually becomes stable again, and the bus bridging emergency management can begin.

Figure 1 illustrates the proposed decision support system for urban rail transit line emergency
situations. In the first stage, emergency scenarios are analyzed according to the severity and duration
of the disruption. Metro scheduling are adjusted with alternative metro paths and existing bus routes.
Moreover, available evacuation time windows of stations are determined by the spatial extent of the
disruption, the current travel demand at isolated stations. In the second stage, to prevent secondary
accidents and the continuous accumulation of stranded passengers, authorities often mobilize and
schedule vehicles to evacuate stranded passengers in the urban rail transit system within a given time
window. Besides, vehicles are assigned from the reserve fleet and retracted from the operating lines
based on their proximity and availability. Moreover, bus bridging emergency management begins
once passengers are gradually evacuated, and the number of stranded passengers is greatly alleviated.
When passengers are gradually evacuated, scheduled vehicles come back to the temporary shelters
waiting for the bus bridging emergency management. In the third stage, authorities often schedule
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vehicles to bridge stations, and the associated service frequencies are determined under bus availability
and feasibility constraints. In this paper, we only focus on transit-based evacuation, and the bus
bridging problem is not a major concern.
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The transit-based evacuation model is based on the following assumptions:

(i) The stranded passengers are evacuated by scheduled vehicles in the traditional transit system
rather than staying at stations waiting for bus bridging or being transferred by other modes.

(ii) Passengers in the traditional transit system arrive independently of the timetable, and bus
headway is evenly distributed.

(iii) Each bus line has an operating fleet and a reserve fleet, and the reserve fleet of bus lines stays in
the bus terminal stations to ensure the reliability of the traditional transit system.

(iv) Vehicles dispatched from bus lines can serve routes between the isolated stations and temporary
shelters, and their capacity and speed are fixed values.

(v) Traditional transit systems and rail transit systems are brought under a single control in the event
of an emergency.

Assumption (i) is critical to our model, since the behavioral responses of passengers to disruption
scenarios are so complex, other modes of transferring evacuees are not discussed. The number
of transferred stranded passengers in the urban rail transit system remains constant in this paper.
The discrete choice behavior model to analyze the dynamic passenger flow under disruption can be
found in Wang et al. [22]. We assume passengers normally arrive independently of vehicle arrivals
in the traditional transit system, and bus headway is evenly distributed, according to assumption
(ii). This is because passengers in the traditional transit system are not affected by the emergency
in this paper. The bus headway is evenly distributed because the bus timetable is related to the
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probability distribution of passengers’ arrival time. Moreover, evenly distributed bus headway can
ensure the reliability of the traditional transit system. Each bus line has an operating fleet and a reserve
fleet for traditional transit systems rather than for the rail transit system. Stranded passengers in
a rail line emergency are more than that in the bus line emergency scenario, and it even needs to
retract vehicles from operating bus lines. If the bus terminals exist on more than one bus line, backup
vehicles from any of the bus lines may act as evacuation vehicles. Therefore, the assumption (iii) holds
true. According to assumption (iv), the capacity and speed of all vehicles are the same because the
road availability and uncertainty of travel times are not major concerns in this paper. If we consider
delays due to traffic congestions and road availability in the event of an emergency, it will lead to
another challenging topic in optimization. Assumption (v) is also significant since unknown bus driver
preferences lead to another challenging topic in optimization. In the event of an emergency, traditional
transit systems and rail transit systems are managed by the government to ensure the reliability
of the systems. Finally, geographical information systems and wireless communication systems of
public transit systems make it possible for timely transit-based evacuation when urban rail transit line
emergencies occur [32]. The sets, parameters, and decision variables are defined in Table 1 before we
present the mathematical formulation.

Table 1. List of notations.

Sets

I Set of the isolated urban rail transit stations I ∈ {1, 2, . . . |I|}
J Set of the temporary shelters J ∈ {|I|+ 1, |I|+ 2, . . . |I|+ |J|}
R Set of bus lines near isolated stations
K Set of vehicles dispatched from bus lines

Decision variables

χn
i jk

Number of times vehicle k travels from node i to node j during time window n

αnk
i

Binary variable, one if vehicle k starts evacuation process from node i during time window n, zero
otherwise

βnk
i

Binary variable, one if vehicle k finishes the evacuation process at node i during time window n, zero
otherwise

Parameters

Lr Length of bus line r
tr The shortest stop time of bus line r at a bus terminal
Tr Turnover time of bus line r
zr Number of the scheduled vehicles on line r
mr Total number of operating vehicles on line r under conventional condition
Nr Total number of reserve fleet vehicles on line r
mrs Total number of operating vehicles on line r under zr
v Average speed of vehicle

Dr Distance from the nearest operating vehicle on line r to the bus terminal
dri Distance of vehicles from bus line r to station i
n Time period n ∈ {1, 2, . . . |I|}, for example, n = 3 represents the time period between T2 and T3
g Time windows g ∈ I, for example, g= 3 is the time from zero to T3

Tg
Available evacuation time window of the gth isolated urban rail transit station, for example, isolated

station i is available from zero to Ti
V The maximum capacity of the vehicle

Er(Hs) The average headway of line r under an urban rail transit line emergency
Ermax(H) The maximum headway of line r

Bi The minimum stranded passengers at station i
C j The maximum available capacity of temporary shelters j for passengers
Pi The population of stranded passengers in isolated station i

Our idealized model consists of both the urban rail transits and the traditional transit system.
In the traditional transit system, we treat the bus route as a dynamic system and operating vehicles
move at a constant average velocity around a circular route of known length [33,34]. At any point
in time, bus headway E(H) is evenly distributed around the circuit and related to the frequency.
Additionally, implementing station control and interstation control strategies make it possible to
maintain evenly distributed bus headways [35]. Each vehicle performs a feasible sequence of service
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trips. Backup vehicles from the reserve fleet start at the same bus terminal and end at each service
trip at temporary shelters waiting for bus bridging emergency management. If there are not enough
vehicles, it retracts vehicles from the operating fleet. Moreover, vehicles operating in the transit system
must first finish their trip before they can begin the evacuation.

Figure 2 illustrates the topological structure of the problem. Solid lines represent passenger
evacuation routes, and dotted lines represent evacuation routes without passengers. When an urban
rail transit line emergency occurs, a large number of passengers may be stranded in rail transit stations
near the incident point. Authorities schedule the metro to operate outside the cut-off section that
has crossovers for turn-overs between rail transit station S1 and the isolated rail transit stationi1,
and between the isolated rail transit station i4 and the rail transit station Sm with reentry facilities.
Based on information about the urban rail transit line emergency, backup vehicles from bus line
terminals are mobilized and scheduled to evacuate stranded passengers in the urban rail transit system
within the given time windows. Scheduled vehicles operate until the number of stranded passengers
is greatly reduced. Minimizing response time is critical to the quality of the bus service. Then vehicles
are scheduled to service the remaining passengers stranded in cut-off rail transit stations.
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When passengers are gradually evacuated, scheduled vehicles come back to the temporary shelters
waiting for bus bridging emergency management. In Figure 1, vehicle k1 is scheduled to operate twice
between the isolated rail transit station i1 and the temporary shelter j1 in order to evacuate stranded
passengers to temporary shelter j1, and then return to temporary shelter j1 to await further instructions
from the bus bridging emergency management. Vehicle k2 is scheduled to operate once between the
affected station i4 and the temporary shelter j2 to evacuate stranded passengers to temporary shelter
j2, then transfer passengers from station i3 to the temporary shelter j2 and from temporary shelter
j2 to station i2, and to evacuate stranded passengers to temporary shelter j1, and then return to the
temporary shelter j2 to await further bus bridging emergency management instructions.

Based on the urban rail transit line emergency information, the authorities mobilize and schedule
vehicles from bus lines to evacuate stranded passengers in isolated station i to temporary shelter
j within a given time window. Near isolated stations, operating vehicles on line r travel with
an evenly distributed headway, and the reserve fleet of backup vehicles are located in the bus terminal.
When an urban rail transit line emergency occurs, ripple effects from the disruption often spread to
other stations and bus lines. Some passengers may travel to the traditional transit system to finish
their trip, whereas other passengers may travel to the traditional transit system and reenter the rail
transit system from there to finish their trip. Some passengers wait for bus bridging instead of turning
to the traditional transit system.
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The threshold of the scheduled vehicles from r bus lines is defined by the maximum headway and
required to maintain the reliability of the traditional transit system. Moreover, the average headway
of the bus line is related to the frequency, which is determined by the ripple effects in the bus line.
After setting the frequency, the operator usually considers the turnover time and the shortest stop time
at each bus terminal, and the operating fleet is adjusted to operating vehicles. In addition, the operator
prepares backup vehicles as the reserve fleet, in general, Nr < Kr. The average headway on line r
depends on the number of scheduled vehicles on line r. When the number of the scheduled vehicles
is zr(0 < zr < Nr), the operator does not change the frequency; therefore, headway remains basically
the same based on the availability of the reserve fleet. When the number of scheduled vehicles on
line r is zr(Nr + 1 < zr < Kr), there are no available reserve fleet vehicles; therefore, the number
of operating vehicles in the transit system decreases as operating vehicles are reallocated for the
evacuation. Subsequently, the average headway of line r under zr is defined by (Equations (1)–(3)):

Tr =
60Lr

v
+ tr (1)

mrs =

{
mr 0 ≤ zr ≤ Nr

mr + Nr − zr Nr + 1 ≤ zr ≤ Kr
(2)

Er(Hs) =

{
Er(H) 0 ≤ zr ≤ Nr
Tr
mrs

Nr + 1 ≤ zr ≤ Kr
(3)

Based on the threshold of the scheduled vehicles, we divide scheduled vehicles k into r parts,
and K represents the set of vehicles on bus line r, {K1, K2, . . .Kr} ∈ K. For route 1, when the scheduled
vehicle is k(0 < k < K1), the operator schedules the available reserve fleet vehicles first, and then
schedules vehicles in the operating fleet once they have finished their current trip. As a result, we can
divide the scheduled vehicles within the transit system into two categories—the reserve fleet vehicles
k(0 < k < N1) and the operating vehicles k(N1 < k < K1). When the number of the scheduled vehicles
is k(0 < k < N1), the available vehicles in the reserve fleet start the evacuation immediately, and the
distance of vehicles from bus line r to station i is d1i. When the number of the scheduled vehicles
is k(N1 < k < K1), vehicles operating in the transit system must first finish their trip before they
can begin the evacuation. The total distance from vehicle k to station i is dki, which depends on the
average headway and the location of the nearest operating vehicle. The distance from the nearest
operating vehicle on line r to the bus terminal is Dr, and the distance from station i to line r is dri.
Therefore, the passengers in the scheduled vehicle k(N1 < k < K1) can finish their trip rather than being
taken to the isolated rail transit stations. Based on the decreasing frequency of the remained buses
for the conventional service, the regular passengers in the bus system may bear the consequences
temporarily for the stranded passengers that will face secondary accidents caused by unexpected
disruptions at rail stations. The geographic information systems and wireless communication systems
of public transit systems make it possible to obtain the location of the nearest operating vehicle in
a timely fashion when an urban rail transit line emergency occurs. The distance of vehicle k from the
bus lines to station i is defined as (Equation (4)):

dki =



d1i 0 ≤ k ≤ N1

d1i + D1 + E(H) × (k−N1) × v N1 ≤ k ≤ K1

. . . . . .

dri
r−1∑
j=1

K j ≤ k ≤
r−1∑
j=1

K j+Nr

dri + Dr + E(H) × (k−Nr) × v
r−1∑
j=1

K j+Nr ≤ k ≤
r∑

j=1
K j

∀i ∈ I (4)
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2.2. Mathematical Formulation

The models presented in Section 2.1 can be used to calculate certain objectives of the transit-based
evacuation under an urban rail transit line emergency scenario. In order to reduce passenger delays
and prevent the accumulation of more passengers, the evacuation process should be completed as
soon as possible. However, if we minimize the total evacuation time under the premise of satisfying
demand, it will need to ensure that the transportation capability of the scheduled vehicles to stations
should be more than the number of stranded passengers at stations. That is to say, there will always
be enough vehicles waiting for an emergency event at the end terminal, and it is not a common
element in bus-operation. Therefore, the notion of the urgency of the service is defined by the time
windows. Evacuation strategies should attempt to ensure the maximum potential number of transferred
passengers using a finite number of vehicles within the time windows. To prevent secondary accidents
and passengers from continuously accumulating, the objective is to maximize the total number of
stranded passengers transferred within the given time window [36]. The objective functions can be
expressed as follows (Equation (5)):

max f =
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

∑
k∈K

∑
n∈I

χn
i jk

V (5)

Subject to (Equations (6)–(20)):
zr =

∑
i∈I

∑
k∈Kr

α1k
i (6)

Er(Hs) ≤ Ermax(H) ∀r ∈ R (7)
g∑

n=1

∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

χn
ijkdi j +

g∑
n=1

∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

χn
jikdi j +

∑
i∈I

α1k
i dki ≤ Tgv ∀k ∈ K, g ∈ I (8)

∑
i∈I

∑
k∈K

∑
n∈I

χn
i jk

V ≤ C j + V ∀ j ∈ J (9)

Pi −
∑
j∈J

∑
k∈K

∑
n∈I

χn
i jk

V ≤ Bi ∀i ∈ I (10)

∑
j∈J

∑
k∈K

∑
n∈I

χn
i jk

V ≤ Pi + V ∀i ∈ I (11)

∑
i∈I

αnk
i = 1 ∀k ∈ K, n ∈ I (12)

∑
j∈J

α1k
j = 0 ∀k ∈ K (13)

∑
i∈(I∪J)

βnk
i = 1 ∀k ∈ K, n ∈ I (14)

∑
i∈I

βnk
i = 0 ∀k ∈ K, n ∈ {|I|} (15)

βnk
i∈(I∪J) = αn+1,k

i∈I ∀k ∈ K, n ∈ {1, . . . , |I| − 1} (16)

βnk
i∈(I∪J) +

∑
j∈(I∪J)

χn
ijk = αnk

i∈I +
∑

j∈(I∪J)

χn
jik ∀i ∈ (I ∪ J), n ∈ I, k ∈ K (17)

χn
ijk ∈ Z+

∀i ∈ (I ∪ J), j ∈ (I ∪ J), k ∈ K, n ∈ I (18)

αnk
i ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I, n ∈ I, k ∈ K (19)
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βnk
i ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ (I ∪ J),∀n ∈ I, k ∈ K (20)

Equations (6)–(30) are constraints of the objective function and are used to improve the solution
method process. Equation (6) defines the number of the scheduled vehicles in line r; Equation (7) ensures
the average headway is less than the maximum headway of bus line r to maintain reliability of the
traditional transit system, which is, in turn, is dependent on the experience of the operator and the
number of scheduled vehicles in bus line r; Equation (8) is the time window constraint and guarantees
the total time traveled by a vehicle does not exceed the total available time window for each isolated
rail transit station; Equation (9) encompasses the temporary shelter absorption capacity, in other words,
the sum of the transferred stranded passengers from various stations to temporary shelter j during any
time period should be less than the total capacity of the temporary shelter j plus the vehicle capacity.
It is worth mentioning that the capacity of vehicles is added to the right-hand side of the constraint to
avoid a leftover population of the temporary shelter when it is less than the vehicle’s capacity; Equation
(10) stipulates that the number of stranded passengers at station i after the available clearance time
should be less than or equal to the minimum number of stranded passengers at station i to prevent
secondary accidents; Equation (11) restricts the total boarding capacity of the vehicle to the population
of evacuees at each station. In other words, this constraint dictates the total number of evacuees that
can be evacuated from station i to all temporary shelters at all time periods, which should be less
than the entire population at station i. It is also worth noting that the capacity of vehicles is added to
the right-hand side of the constraint to avoid leftover passengers when the passenger population is
less than the capacity of the vehicle; Equation (12) implies that all vehicles must start from a station
in each time window; Equation (13) restricts vehicles from starting their services from temporary
shelters in the first time window; Equation (14) defines the endpoint of vehicles in each time window;
Equation (15) indicates that at the end of the final time window, vehicles can only finish their service
at the designated temporary shelter; Equation (16) guarantees the continuous flow of vehicles by
starting their next service from the last finished point; Equation (17) ensures the flow of the network is
maintained within each time window, i.e., for each vehicle, the quantity that arrives at a node must be
equal to the quantity that departs; Equation (18) guarantees that the number of times a vehicle travels
from is an integer; the remaining Equations (19) and (20) specify the domain for binary variables.

3. Solution Method

The optimization model is a multi-destination capacitated dynamic vehicle routing problem
with a time window. Due to the fact that the proposed model is a complex and non-deterministic
polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) problem, exact solutions of large-scale experiments are not practical
in large sizes. The feasible approaches would be classified into a decomposition-based algorithm,
gradient-based algorithm, and intelligent algorithm. The genetic algorithm is an evolutionary
optimization algorithm that conducts a search through the space of solutions by exploiting a population
of points in parallel rather than a single point [37]. To assure the applicability and generality of the
proposed model to realistic size-case studies, the improved genetic algorithm is used to solve the
problem and obtain the optimal solution. Figure 3 illustrates the solution algorithm for the above
objective function.
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As Figure 3 demonstrates, an improved genetic algorithm is implemented to generate the routing
plans by assigning the required number of vehicles individually. To begin with, the algorithm assigns
only one vehicle (k = 1) to be served, and the reserve fleet has the priority to be assigned, considering
the reliability of the urban transit system. The population elements are completely defined by their
genomes in the initial population generation logical block. The model prioritizes the isolated stations
based on pre-defined time windows and traversal times, and generates the first vehicle routing plan
aiming at maximizing the total number of transferred stranded passengers. The initial generated
population repeatedly undergoes a series of genetic operators in the genetic manipulation logical
block until new, “better” genomes are produced. Then the algorithm checks if the remained stranded
passengers at each station are transferred incompletely and updates the assigned vehicle (k = 2) to be
served. The reserve fleet has the priority to be assigned until there is no reserve fleet in the bus line to
be assigned. If there is no reserve fleet to be assigned, the operating fleet in the bus line needs to be
assigned until the average headway of the bus line is more than the maximum headway of the bus
line. Then the algorithm updates the remained stranded passengers at each station and the temporary
shelter absorption capacity in the model as follows (Equations (21) and (22)):

Pi = Pi −
∑
i∈I

∑
n∈I

χn
i jk

V ∀i ∈ I (21)

C j = C j −
∑
j∈J

∑
n∈I

χn
i jk

V ∀ j ∈ J (22)

In the same way, a second vehicle (k = 2) is assigned to travel among isolated stations and
temporary shelters and transfers the remaining stranded passengers as long as the time windows allow.
The proposed method continues the assignment of vehicles until there is no more population left to be
evacuated and amends the parameters until the optimal number of required vehicles are acquired.
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In the initial population generation logical block, an evacuation plan is coded to a data structure
named a chromosome. Multilevel coding is used to construct the chromosome, and the layers represent
time periods and access orders. We first compare the time windows of each station based on Equation (8),
and if the time windows are the same, they are transformed into a single time period. Then, we count
the maximum number of trips a vehicle can make within the time period. The maximum number of
trips is determined by the maximum available time windows, the shortest travel time for the routes,
and the distance of the vehicles from the bus lines to the station. Finally, we randomly generate access
orders for the available isolated rail transit stations and temporary shelters in each time period.

To schedule a vehicle in the first time period, the first position gene is generated as the rail
transit station. Then the gene positions are numbered, with odd numbers for rail transit stations and
even numbers for temporary shelters. The value range of each odd and even position number spans
from one to the number of available rail transit stations or from one to the number of the temporary
shelters. The number of available rail transit stations is constrained by the time windows of the isolated
stations. Therefore, the available stations decrease by the time period. All the time periods in the
chromosome are treated in the same way. In the decoding process, χn

ijk can be calculated according to
the adjacent position number of the station number and the temporary shelter number in time period
n. Besides, a vehicle cannot always perform the maximum number of trips within the time period.
The number of trips in a time period is determined by an available time window. When the vehicle
finishes at the station in the first time period, the vehicle should start at a temporary shelter in the
second time period. Therefore, χn

ijk should be calculated by the second number of the second time
period. The number of trips in the second time period is determined by the available time window as
well. All the time periods in the chromosome are treated in the same way except for the last period.
The number of trips in the last period should is determined by the available time window and the last
number to ensure service vehicles only finish at temporary shelters and not at the station. In this way,
no other array is considered for αnk

i
and βnk

i
since the constraints are satisfied by the decoding process.

In the fitness computation logical block, the remaining stranded passengers in the urban transit
system are used to assess fitness, which is defined by the total number of transferred stranded
passengers of vehicles. If an individual can meet all the constraints, optimal route planning should
be conducted to determine the corresponding fitness value. Otherwise, the fitness value should
be equal to a large number M if constraints cannot be met under the corresponding individual
evacuation service. Since the objective is to determine the minimum fitness value of the remaining
stranded passengers, a fitness value indicates that the particular evacuation service is inappropriate.
In the genetic manipulation logical block, a mutation probability and crossover probability are preset
ranging from 0 to 1. The uniform mutation method is used to switch bits in a genome in each time
period according to a predefined mutation probability. For each bit within a genome, a random
number ranging from 0 to 1 is produced. If the number is smaller than the predefined mutation
probability, the bit is mutated to a random number with uniform distribution in a value range.
The value range of each odd and even position number are from one to the number of available rail
transit stations and from one to the number of the temporary shelters, which is constrained by time
windows of the isolated stations. A uniform crossover method is used to exchange bits of two-parent
genomes in each time period according to a predefined crossover probability. The method randomly
selects bits from each parent genome to perform the crossover according to a predefined crossover
probability. Moreover, the probability defines the percentage of genes for each genome to be crossed
over. In addition, the better genomes are those with lower fitness function value, and the genetic
algorithm is designed to do a search to minimize the fitness function. The generation will keep on
evolving until the specified stopping condition has been fulfilled. In this research, the termination
criterion monitors the improvement from generation to generation. The algorithm stops when the best
fitness does not change during 10 successive generations and restores the best current solution from
the chosen population of genomes.
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4. Model Verification

4.1. Basic Data

In this section, we present a numerical example to illustrate the performance of our model and
algorithm based on practical and virtual data. We assume that an unexpected event (e.g., widespread
power outage) occurs in a rail transit system, and the whole rail transit line is forced to stop operating,
leading to a large number of stranded passengers at stations along the line. The disruption is serious,
the disabled rail line requires longer repair times, and the isolated stations have different time windows.
To ensure passenger safety, a transit-based evacuation process is be implemented. In our example,
there are two bus lines (r1 and r2) nearby the isolated stations, and bus lines have a public terminal
from the Changchun urban transit network presented in Figure 4. Each bus line has an operating fleet
and a reserve fleet, and the reserve fleet of the bus lines stay in the bus terminal stations to ensure the
reliability of the traditional transit system. Along the rail transit line, there are four isolated stations
(i1, i2, i3, and i4) that exist with stranded passengers to evacuate. Two temporary shelters (j1 and
j2) are located near the disrupted rail transit line with the capacity to absorb stranded passengers.
Minimum journeys (between isolated rail stations, temporary shelters, and bus line terminals) presented
in Table 2 is practical data taken from the Changchun urban transit network. In order to compute and
test the model more easily, we assume that there are two kinds of isolated urban rail transit stations
based on the severity and the spatial extent of the disruptions. Each kind has the same time window,
minimum evacuated passengers, and stranded passengers. The absorption capacity of temporary
shelters (j1 and j2) is assumed to be 1500 and 3000, respectively. The related information from the
isolated stations presented in Table 3 is hypothetical and was taken from an evacuation drill. All
relevant practical information pertaining to the bus lines near to the isolated stations presented in
Table 4 is practical data taken from the Changchun urban transit network.
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Table 2. Minimum journey distance between stations and temporary shelters (km).

Index Station i1 Station i2 Station i3 Station i4

Station i1 - 1.4 2.4 3.9
Station i2 1.4 - 1 2.5
Station i3 2.4 1 - 1.5
Station i4 3.9 2.5 1.5 -
Shelter j1 2.4 1 2 3
Shelter j2 2.7 1.8 0.8 2.1

Bus terminal 3 2.2 1 2.5

Table 3. Information in relation to isolated rail transit stations.

Index Time Window
(min)

Minimum Evacuated Passengers
(person)

Stranded Passengers
(person)

Station i1 45 150 1200
Station i2 75 100 1000
Station i3 45 100 1000
Station i4 75 150 1200

Table 4. Information on bus lines near the isolated stations.

Index Bus Line r1 Bus Line r2

mr(no. of vehicles) 11 11
Lr (km) 20 18

Nr(no. of vehicles) 2 1
tr(min) 2 2
Dr(km) 1 0.8

V [number of passengers) 90 90
E(H) (min) 5 5

Emax(H)Emax(H) (min) 7 7
v (km/h) 20 20

4.2. Results

In our genetic algorithm optimization experiments, we used the following parameters: size of
population: 500, number of generations: 500, probability of mutation: 0.05, probability of crossover:
0.5. In order to provide an appropriate result, a genetic algorithm optimization experiment was run
five times. We applied the mathematical software, MATLAB ver. R2016a (MathWorks, MA, USA) to
determine the number of vehicles and routes required and available to evacuate stranded passengers.
The current knowledge in the field of planning provides evacuation planning for evacuating passengers
without a concern about the decreasing frequency of the remaining vehicles for conventional service.
Besides, previous studies ignore the certain time, which is different between the operating fleet and the
reserve fleet for vehicles to arrive at isolated stations. It is obvious that there are more vehicles required
without a concern about the decreasing frequency of the remaining vehicles for the conventional
service to maximize the total number of transferred passengers. Moreover, it is obvious that there are
less vehicles required without considering the certain time, which is different between the operating
fleet and the reserve fleet for vehicles to arrive at isolated stations. For validating the proposed
genetic algorithm, the comparison of the results of the applied solution algorithms obtained via the
normal genetic algorithm (whereby the routing plans are generated by assigning the required number
of vehicles simultaneously) and the optimal performance as obtained by the proposed algorithm
(whereby the routing plans are generated by assigning the required number of vehicles individually) is
presented in Table 5. Based on the results presented in Table 5, we found that the improved genetic
algorithm evacuated more stranded passengers and required less vehicles within a given time window
compared to the normal genetic algorithm. We can, therefore, conclude that the proposed method can
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effectively maximize the total number of transferred passengers while still ensure the reliability of the
traditional transit system. To further see the performance of the proposed model, routes for evacuating
stranded passengers in isolated stations within the pre-defined evacuation time window are presented
in Table 6.

Table 5. Comparison of the results of the applied solution algorithms.

Parameter Normal Genetic Algorithm Proposed Algorithm Value Added

Required vehicles in bus line r1 (vehicle) 4 4 0
Required vehicles in bus line r2 (vehicle) 4 3 −1
Clearance time with minimum evacuated

passengers (min) 73.9 74.6 −0.7

Total number of transferred
passengers (person) 3960 4230 270

Table 6. Routes for evacuating stranded passengers within a pre-defined evacuation time window.

Vehicle Access Orders
from 0 min to 45 min

Access Orders
from 45 min to 75 min

k1 o- i3- j2- i3- j2- i3- j2- i3- j2- i3- j2- i3- j2- i3- j2- i3- j2- i3- j2 i2- j1- i2- j1- i2- j1- i2- j1- i2- j1
k2 o- i3- j2- i3- j2- i2- j1- i2- j1- i2- j1- i2- j1- i2- j1 i2- j2- i4- j2- i4- j2
k3 o- i1- j1- i1- j1- i1- j1 j1- i4- j2- i4- j2
k4 l- o- i1- j1- i1- j1- i1- j1 i4- j1- i4- j1
k5 l- o- i1- j1- i1- j1- i1- j1 i4- j1- i4- j1
k6 l- o- i1- j1- i1- j1 i4- j1- i4- j1
k7 l- o- i4- j1- i1- j1 i4- j1- i4- j1

l stands for location in bus lines; o stands for bus terminal; i stands for isolated stations; j stands for temporary shelters.

As shown in Table 6, there are seven vehicles in total in the optimal solution, representing two
backup vehicles and two operating vehicles in the bus line r1 and one backup vehicle and two operating
vehicles in the bus line r2 based on Equation (7). The maximum number of vehicle trips varies since the
total time traveled by the vehicles cannot exceed the total available time window based on Equation (8).
For vehicle k1, the planned service started from station i3, which had a 45 min time window to evacuate
passengers. This maximized the total evacuated passengers during the first run since vehicle k1 was
closest to the bus terminal. Therefore, vehicle k1 traveled between i3 and j2, the closest available
temporary shelters, nine times during the first time period to transfer stranded passengers. At the end
of the first period, vehicle k1 was at j2. The passengers at station i2 were successfully evacuated to j2
within the time window. At this time, vehicle k1 traveled to station i3 to begin the process of evacuating
stranded passengers to the closest available temporary shelters j1. Vehicle k1 continued to be routed
between the stations, evacuating passengers until all the time windows ended. Then, the vehicle
returned to the bus terminal from the temporary shelter j1. Vehicles k2 to k6 were tracked in a similar
way, as shown in Table 6.

To analyze the impact on the stranded passengers at the stations, we analyzed the stranded
passengers at the stations under the different number of vehicles, presented in Figure 5. There were
3140, 2240, 1790, 1340, 890, 530, and 170 total stranded passengers at stations after being evacuated by
vehicles from k1 to k7, respectively. We found that the number of stranded passengers at the stations
decreased by the number of vehicles. In addition, the descent speed decreased with the increase in
the number of vehicles. This result was to be expected because the first three vehicles are backup
vehicles and the other vehicles were operating vehicles. The distances from the operating vehicles
to the stations were longer than those from the backup vehicles. What is more, we observed that
the stranded passengers at stations i2 and i3 were stable after being evacuated by vehicles k1 and k2.
This maximized the total number of stranded passengers transferred within the given time window.
The result indicates that the model is able to provide routing arrangements to maximize the number of
passengers evacuated from stations by only using seven vehicles in the given tight time windows.
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To further see the performance of the proposed model, we analyzed the evacuated passengers at
the stations and the usage of temporary shelters under the urban rail transit line emergency, presented
in Figure 6. Based on the time windows of the isolated rail transit stations, there were two time periods.
During the first time period, there were 1080, 540, 990, and 90 passengers evacuated from stations
i1, i2, i3, and i4, respectively. We found that the number of evacuated passengers at stations i1 and i3
were greater than at stations i2 and i4. However, this was expected since stations i1 and i3 had shorter
time windows than stations i2 and i4. This maximized the total evacuated passengers during the first
time period and guaranteed the total time traveled by a vehicle did not exceed the total available time
window for each isolated rail transit station. During the second time period, there were 1080, 990,
990, and 1170 passengers evacuated from station i1, i2, i3, and i4, respectively. Most of the stranded
passengers at stations i4 were evacuated at the end of the second time period. This is because the
distances from station i4 to the temporary shelters were longer than these from other stations, and the
stranded passengers at station i4 were evacuated by the operating vehicles. The distances from the
operating vehicles to the stations were longer than those from the backup vehicles. In terms of the
temporary shelters, there were 2790 and 1440 stranded passengers evacuated to the temporary shelters
j1 and j2, respectively. The result indicates that the model is able to provide routing arrangements to
maximize the number of passengers evacuated from stations with the constraint of temporary shelter
absorption capacity.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented an optimization model for determining the routes required to evacuate
stranded passengers within a given time window under an urban rail transit line emergency using
vehicles from traditional transit systems. The model provided the methodology for designing vehicle
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scheduling schemes when evacuation destinations were temporary shelters near isolated stations.
Moreover, we divided the decision support system for urban rail transit line emergency situations into
two stages—transit-based evacuation and bus bridging management. Then, the impact on the reliability
constraint of the traditional transit systems, including the operating fleet and reserve fleet, was considered.
Furthermore, the total number of transferred stranded passengers was maximized within given time
windows by adding headways constraints to the traditional transit system. This also ensured the reliability
of the urban transit system. A case study was conducted to verify the model in the Changchun urban
transit network. By analyzing the stranded passengers at stations under different numbers of vehicles
and time periods, it implied that the proposed model could significantly provide routing arrangements to
maximize the number of passengers evacuated from stations within the given time window and headway
constraint. More generally, the model and analysis provide insights that may help operators determine
the number of vehicles and routes required and available to prevent secondary accidents and passengers
from continuously accumulating. In future work, we plan to incorporate capacity constraints, demand
uncertainty, and correlated disruptions into the model. In addition, we will consider both evacuation
tasks and bus bridging management to improve the decision support system.
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